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Florida's
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VOLUME 45
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Eollins
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

Lockhart Series
Opens on Annie
Russell's Birthday

First Off-Campus Concert to
Be at St. Petersburg; Prepare Christmas Music

Special Subscription Rate for
Season Offered to Rollins at
Box-Office

New Theatre To
Be Finished On
January First

"International Club
! Holds First Meeting

Art Studio Exhibits
Japanese Collection

question:
\ EESOLVED: All dates at Rollins shall be dutch dates. Don Eidlile and George Estes will uphold
the affirmative and Mimi Graves
and Betty Hall will try to show
(vhy the proposition should not be
iput into effect.

The Art Studio will be open to
those who wish to see this collection
between four and five o'clock every
afternoon but Saturday and Sunday. Rollins students are welcome
any time during the day. It will be
worth your while to see this unusual display.

anti0pur

The Annie Russell Series will
open this year for the first time
on January 12, the birthday of Annie Russell, famous actress and
founder of the Series. Dorothy
Lockhart, director of the series
has planned an especially outstandmg program to celebrate the seventieth birthday of Miss Russell.
Internationally known celebrities
have been contracted for by the
Series this season and the largest
year of season subscriptions is indicated by the many reservations
which were made as far back as
last April.
Miss Lockhart is most anxious
that the faculty, students and members of the staff of Rollins College
have the same opportunity of reserving the best available seats for
the Annie Russell Series as do
those who pay the full subscription
price and so urges those who are
interested in making reservations
to do so at their earliest opportunity.
By purchasing an evening season
ticket at the special Rollins price,
there is a saving of $1.50. There
is also an $1.50 saving on a Matinee
Series ticket. This is absolutely
the only reduction in price that will
be made for the Annie Russell Series. Although reservations should
he made now they do not have to be
paid for until January 1, 1940. The
advantage of sending in your order
for a season ticket now is that all
reservations are filed in the order
received by Dorothy Lockhart. Former subscribers to the Annie Russell Series have until December 1
to re-order their same seats. After
that date, the new subscribers will
be seated. Tickets will be put on
sale to the general public December 4.
The Annie Russell Theatre Green
Room will be open daily and any
further information concerning the
Series may be had by consulting
either Dorothy Lockhart, director,
or Peggy Conklin, student assistant, at the following hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, 4 to 6 P. M.
Friday 10:45 to 12:45 and Saturday 2 to 5.

Burton Returns to Campus
Dr. Richard Burton, Professor
of English, is returning to Rollins sometime during the coming
week, after recovering from an extended illness. Now that he has
nearly recovered, however, and his
convalescence is almost at an end,
he is returning to the campus to
resume his duties in the English
Department.

Phi Mu Has New Pledge
Alpha Omega chapter of Phi Mu
wishes to announce the pledging of
Sally McCaslin, of Trenton, Tennessee, on Thursday, November 2.

ORGAN VESPERS
Knowles Memorial Chapel
November 8, 1939
7:30 o'clock
PEOGEAM
1. Pageant of Autumn — Leo
Sowerby.
2. Trio Sonata — Adagio —
Bach.
3. The Little Bells of Our
Lady of Lourdes and Vesper
Processional — Harvey B. Gaul.
4. The North Wind — Alec
Rowley.
5. 0 Thou Billowy Harvest
Field — Eachmaninoff. Mabel
Eitch, contralto, Emelie Daugherty, accompanist.
6. Overture to Tannhauser—
Wagner.
Herman F . Siewert, F.A.G.O,
organist.

P l a y S e r i e s t o S t a r t W i t h "The
Fool" in D e c e m b e r ; "Stop
Thief" is Second

Vssociation Tickets
Will Admit Students

Rollins Girls Are Now Well
Supplied With Dates

The statistics of the report are
as follows;
Upper Division—77
Seniors—56
Lower Division—310
Returning students—146
Entering students—164
Total students—392
While there is a seemingly great
discrepancy between the two divisions, this will soon be made even
by the number of third year students who will enter the Upper Division at the end of this term.
Again we hail the final equality
of the sexes, numerically at least,
in the college. Now, theoretically,
every girl can have a date at the
same time. All she has to do is to
catch a man—there is one for her
some place.

Players Initiate New
Members at Meeting
Impromptu Plays Written and
Presented at Ceremony
The Rollins Student Players initiated their new members last week
in a very novel ceremony.
The initiation was interesting, as
it brought out the originality and
talent of those concerned. Each
new member was given a slip of
paper with some type of character,
a bank clerk who spoke Pig Latin,
for instance, named on it. The initiates then collaborated in groups
of two or three and, in the eight
minutes allotted them, wrote plays
using these characters.
Following the presentation of the
plays a short business meeting was
held.

SaAie. Hawkins Day Celebrated hy Ardent
Co-eds at X Cluh Dance Saturday
Although plans for a Sadie Hawkins Day celebration worthy of
Dogpatch itself failed to materialize last Saturday, there was no
small amount of activity at Rollins,
For the two boys on campus who
don't know what this day is: the
boys are given a head start over
the girls, and every boy must marry any girl what ketches him. The
movement started in Dogpatch,
Ky., and through the medium of its
most ardent opponent, Li'l Abner,
the gospel has been spread so rapidly that in two years it will probably displace Thanksgiving as our
national November holiday.

Rollins Student Players
Announce Year's Program;
Bailey and Allen to Direct

Boy Shortage Finally
Settled For Coeds

For the first time in many years
Eollins College has the same number of men and women students.
This was revealed in the enrollment
report just released by Miss Treat,
the Registrar. For many years Eollins has been handicapped with a
preponderance of women students.
This led to many unnatural situations and was entirely unsatisfactory. This problem has finally been
solved, and it is to be hoped that
hereafter the administration wi'l
be able to maintain a balance.

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

(Complete Campus Coverage)
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Chapel Choir Plans
Intensive Program
of Choral Works

Plans for the first term's work of
the Eollins Chapel Choir have been
made by Christopher 0. Honaas,
choirmaster. An intensive schedule
has been outlined. The choir has
already started working on the music for the Armistice Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas programs.
C. O. BONAAS
For the Armstice Day program,
November 12, the choir will sing
E. N. Det's "Listen to the Lambs".
On Wednesday, November 29, for
the Thanksgiving program, the
choir will sing "Psalm 150" and
Haydn's "The Heavens are Telling".
Vaughn Williams' "Fantasia on
Christmas Carols" will be perform1 ed for the first time by the Chapel
1 Choir a t the Christmas Service, Luxurious Building to Be Modeled After "Colony" and
[I Wednesday evening, December 13.
, This work was given last year by
"Lincoln" in Miami
, the New York Philharmonic and
1 Chorus under the direction of John
A new theatre will be built in
, Barbirolli. The choir will be accom[ panied by a string orchestra with Winter Park, it was announced last
1 harp, chimes, and organ. The spe- week. The property has been pur, cial Christmas music will also inchased, the contract has been let,
i elude carols of Catalonian, French,
; Portugese, German, English, and and its construction has been started. The theatre is being built on
i Norwegian origin.
The annual Christmas Carol East Fark Avenue, South of the
; Service will be held Thursday af- Hamilton Hotel building, and is ex, ternoon, December 14.
pected to be finished by January 1.
Professor
Honaas
announced
The architect is Roy A. Benja, that the first off-^campus concert
'.. of the year will be at St. Peters- min, who designed the recently constructed Roxy Theatre and did re, burg, January 28.
modeling work on the^ Beacham,
Grand and Rialto theatres.
The theatre will be called the
"Colony", and will be built on the
style of the two Miami Beach theali Holden Elected President; tres, "The Lincoln," and "The Colony", by S. S. Jacobs, a contractor
»• Dexter is First Speaker
from Jacksonville. The theatre will
cost about forty thousand dollars
Off to a flying start went Rolto build. This will not include the
lins' International Eelations Cluh,
cost of the modem R.C.A. sound
' which held its initial meeting of
equipment, the projection unit, air= the current year last Tuesday evenconditioning system, or the furnishing in Strong Hall. Over sixty stuings.
dents turned out, indicating that
The theatre will hold about eight
this always-popular group seems
hundred
people, six hundred and
destined once again to claim leadfifty downstairs and one hundred
er-ship in undergraduate clubs.
fifty upstairs. There will be a spaFollowing an introductory talk
cious lobby with up-to-date decoraby Professor Trowbridge, elections
tions, this to be an outstanding fea/were held and Jean Holden was
ture. The seats will be covered
I elected President of the Club for
with cloth instead of the more com^this year, with Frances Montgommonplace leather.
Lery holding down the Secretarial
It has been said that the theatre,
post. Most of the evening was given over to a discussion of future when completed, will be the finest
programs, but those present were in Central Florida.
fortunate in being able to hear
Eollins' new Professor
Dexter
speak on "Union Now." Professor
Dexter is one of the leading national figures in this movement, and he
called for the formation of a "UnLandscapes^ Marine Scenes
.,ion Now" group on this campus.
8" The next meeting of this group is
And Many Prints Included
gjscheduled for tomorrow (Thursjday) evening at the Pi Phi house. A
Don't do your Christmas shop"'buffet supper will be served and
(.Eudolph Toch, Eefugee-Scholarship ping until you have seen the exhi.student from Vienna, will speak bition of Japanese Blockprints, now
on his experiences under the Hit- on sale at the Art Studio. The collection includes colorful and unusuler regime.
al representations of landscapes,
I With ti-oubled conditions that birds and flowers, marine scenes,
l^now prevail in the world demanding and other assorted subjects. Some
jjmore and more serious considera- of the smaller prints may be purtion, the Eollins International Re- chased for as little as 15c and are
flations Club fills a definite need particularly suitable as Christmas
(Jon this campus for clarification cards. Larger prints range up to
.and discussion of the issues so vi- $7.50 and will make attractive
I'tal to all.
gifts.
These prints date over a period
Debaters to Discuss Dating of one hundred fifty years — from
the late 17th century, to the early
An Open House of the Oratori- 19th century. Blocks for the prints
cal Association was held at the have been made from cherry wood
Speech Studio, Tuesday evening, and are printed on mulberry paper
November 7, at 7:30. There were and rice paper. Many of the prints
reproductions of Japanese
several stunts put on by various are
lembers of the Speech classes, as prints in the collections of some of
rell as those put on by various vol- the great American Museums. Faminteers who wished to publicize ous masterpieces of Harunobu, Utamaro, Hokusai, Hiroshige and Kuntheir abilities along these lines.
Next Tuesday evening, Novem- isada are represented as well as
ber 14, at 7:30 in the Speech Stu- those designed by leading contemdio, the Oratorical Association will porary artists of present-day Tokio
sponsor a debate on the following and Kyoto.

'Sil'
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Sociology Professor
Has Unusual Record
Dexter Receives Degree in
Five Terms From University
A new member of the Rollins faculty this year is Lewis Dexter,
professor of sociology. Prof. Dexter is a man of great ability and
versitility. In 1935 he enjoyed nationwide publicity for graduating
from the University of Chicago and
receiving his A. B. in five terms,
17'months. In 1935-37, he attended
Harvard as a graduate student.
From there he received his M. A. In
addition, he was a University Fellow of the U. of Columbia.
Prof. Dexter has also heen active in many international societies of importance. In 1937-38, he
was secretary of The New Commonwealth, an international society for the establishment of an international police force. The following year, he was a member of the
National Organizing Committee of
the Interdemocratic Federal Unionists. The purpose of this was to
spread the ideas of "UNION OF
DEMOCRACIES NOW". Previous
to this in 1933, he was secretary of
the Mass League for Peace Actions. In the same year, he was
peace campaigner for the American
Friends' Service Committee.
Prof. Dexter was the only American delegate to the World Conference of Christian Youth Leaders
in 1938. He traveled in Holland,
France, England, and Norway; besides this he also attended the session of the League of Nations in
1930-31.

Student Publications
Will Meet Thursday
Louis Bills, New Chairman,
Will Preside Over Group
A Students Publications meeting
is to be held Thursday night at
seven-thirty in Pi-ofessor Wattles'
room in Pinehurst.
Many subjects of importance to
the campus publications are going
to be brought up. In the last meeting on October the twenty-sixth it
was suggested that some major
changes be made in the Flamingo,
the campus literary magazine. The
dropping of the use of slick paper,
national advertising, such as cigarettes, and cuts were proposed. The
budget for all campus publications
is to be brought up upon the presenting of advertising estimates
by the advertising commissioner
and his assistants.

as to the number of casualties
which occurred. The first time,
ten men outwitted the girls by taking advantage of the fact that all
tuxedos look alike from astern;
they formed a huddle with their
heads down and in this way escaped
the onslaughts of different girls
who were looking for certain men.
At the second attack, having
learned a lesson from the first, the
boys acted together from a sudden
impulse and stampeded through the
doors into the wide open spaces, refusing to return until after midnight when Sadie Hawkins Day was
Louis Bills, the new chairman, is
officially over; showing the herd to preside at this meeting.
instinct, all the boys took part in
Luckiest boy on campus was the the stampede except the Phi Delts
O.D.K. Holds Initiation
one who escaped the torpedo-like who escaped detection when they
pursuit of that stick of dynamite, slipped into and onto the bar.
Delta Kappa, national
Con Carey, as he slipped through
We understand that the Stet- honorary service fraternity, held
the Beanery door Saturday noon. son co-eds are striking for a Sadie an initiation service in the Frances
The only official celebration at Rol- Hawkins Day celebration next year Chapel on Sunday morning, Novemlins this year was a t the X Club that will be the biggest thing ever ber 5, after the regular Morning
dance; twice the boys were lined done to further the movement. Meditation. This special initiation
up and had the girls turned loose Come on, you Rollins gals, show was held for Professor Alex Waite
on them. We are still awaiting of- your mettle! If Stetson can do it, and Joe Justice, who were away last
year at the time of initiation.
ficial reports from the Infirmary

Rehearsals for the first play of
I le 1939-40 season of the Rollins
" udent Players will start this week
der the direction of Howard
I liley. A varied and interesting
roup of five plays will be presentI by the dramatic group in the
mie Russell Theatre.
Channing Pollock's "The Fool"
ill be given the evenings of Dember 8 and 9. The final cast
11 be announced this week and
• tensive rehearsals will begin. This
I' ay is one of the finest of its
K nd yet written. It is the story of
Hokt¥ff3i>
''e^iLEY
the obstacles which confront a
young rector in his attempt to follow in the footsteps of Christ. It
is especially appropriate for the
Christmas season.
The Sandspur is considering
Donald S. Allen will direct the
the installation of an "Advice to
the Lovelorn" department. Any Student Players in "Stop Thief" by
Carlyle
Moore. This play is a
students who have problems of
this nature are asked to write farce of swift action, snappy diato the prospective Lovelorn Edi- logue, and climactic surprises. An
tor. All letters will be kept evening of good, clean fun, is prostrictly confidential and puzzled vided as the ingenious plot unfolds
lovers will be aided in the solu- with a rapid succession of humortion of their pressing problems. ous situations. It will he given a t
an evening performance, January
26, and matinee and evening performances, January 27.
The Founders Week play will be
George Kaufman and Moss Hart's
Pulitzer Prize winning comedy,
students Pick Committees; "You Can't Take it With You,"
which ran for two years on BroadHelen Fluno is Secretary
way. As every theatre-goer is already familiar with the zany characThe Interracial Club held its first ters (led by Grandpa Sycamore)
meeting of the year on Wednesday and human problems of the Sycaevening at 7:30. The purpose of more family, an announcement of
this organization is to bring about this play is sufficient to arouse
a better understanding among the widespread interest. It will be predifferent races. It finds its par- sented February 22, 23, and 24, with
ticular interest in undertaking to a matinee performance on Februbetter the conditions of the negroes ary 24 Howard Bailey will direct.
in Winter Park and vicinity.
One of the great American folkDick Kelly was elected chairman plays. Lulu Vollmer's "Sun-Up,"
to succeed Sue Terry. Helen Fluno will be the fourth play of the season. Donald S. Allen will direct
was elected secretary.
The cluib is divided into commit- the drama which enjoyed long and
tees, which undertake different successful runs on Broadway and
projects working for the general abroad. Its universal appeal lies in
betterment of the negro population. the vividly drawn pictures of naThe various groups that make up j tive mountaineers. The characters
the whole are the library, the ! are developed hy dialogue of rare
Grammar School, the Hungerford j power. It will he presented April
School, the Jones High School, the I 5 and 6.
Playground committee and the Day
Howard Bailey will direct the
Nursery. Each student chose a members of the Rollins' 1940 gradcommittee on which to concentrate uating class in "What a Life". Clifhis attention.
ford Goldsmith, the author, introDr. Clarke, Dr. France, Profes- duces in this play one Henry Aidsor Trowbridge and Professor Has- rich who bids fair to become a
long-lived figure
in American
brouk were present.
It is hoped a larger group will drama. Henry's activities on a day
attend the next meeting on Wed- at school symbolizes the problems
and comical difficulties of the avernesday evening, November 15th.
age American youth. The comedy
will be given May 30 and 31.
Students will again be admitted
to all productions of the Rollins
Student Flayers on their Student
Association cards.

NOTICE

Kelly Made Chairman
Of Interracial Club

Intramural Dramatics
To Begin Next Week
Sigma Phi Omegas to Award
Prizes to Best Groups

The first Annual Intramural Dramatics Tournament, sponsored by
Sigma Phi Omega will be held Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
evenings of November 15, 16, and
18, starting at 7:45 P. M.
The contest will be under the
supervision of the faculty members
of the Speech and Dramatic Arts
Department and two other faculty
members.
The Tournament will consist of
two separate contests, one for men
and one for women.
Sigma Phi Omega will award the
prizes which will be trophies on the
three-leg-for-permanent possession
plan. The man and woman designated by the judges as having given the best individual performance
will each receive a medal.
The committee for the 1939 Tournament consists of: Dean Arthur D.
Enyart, Professor Harry R. Pierce,
Mr. Edwin Granberry, Mr. Donald
S. Allen, Mr. Howard Bailey.

English, Dramatics,
Speech Majors Meet
D a r l i n g , Chindahl Tell
Scandinavian T r a v e l s

of

The
English, Dramatics and
Speech major met in the Woolson
House for an informal discussion
last night. Marge Chindahl and
Dud Darling spoke on their experiences this past summer while touring the Scandinavian countries.
Their talks especially concerned the
young people with whom they came
in contact.
The group discussed their plans
for meetings for this year and decided to follow about the same plan
that they carried out successfully
last year. They are going to have
about two meetings a month. All
of their meetings will be informal,
and it is planned to have students,
faculty, and outsiders alternate in
the speaking.
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SANDSPUR

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

THE SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives east and the other drives west
With the self-same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales.
Which tells us the way they go."

Throughout all the centuries that
man has lived there have been w
but never has there been one such
as is now being "fought" ove:
Europe now. Ever since the end
of the now almost forgotten Polish
campaign, there have been only
minor skirmishes on the Western
Fi-ont. This war has become a war
of words and threats. The past
week is no exception, but in fact
emphasizes that point all the m
as there was not even the slightest
trace of a battle between the
armies.

money and property had settled the
THE PRICE OF PEACE
I argument for all time we might be
From one of the reports of the able to justify the gi-eat sacrifice.
Carnegie Endowment for Interna- But the Armistice which closed the
tional Peace comes a most impres World War has turned out to be
National Advertismg ServicCt Inc.
sive statement on the cost of tht only a long period of preparation
College Publishers Representative
World W a r :
for another w a r which threatens
"The World War cost 30,000,000 the peace of the major nations of
lives and $400,000,000,000 in prop the world. At the beginning of the
n Price: By mail anywhere 1n the U ited States $1.50 a term 12weeks), $2.50
erty. With that amount we could World W^ar the nations immediatefor two terms or $3.00 for the full college ye
have built a $2,500 house and fur ly involved had only enough avails second class matter, Novem er 24, 925, at the post office at Winter Park,
nished it with $1,000 worth of fumi able gold to keep the war going on
Florida, undt the act of March 3. 1879.
The "City of Flint" still holds
ture, and placed it on five acres oJ a cash basis for about two months.
the headlines, but even that is dyEDITORIAL STAFF
land worth $100 an acre and given But the potential wealth of future
ing out. After having left Murall
this to each and every family in generations was mortgaged to
mansk,
the
ship
proceeded
to
NorJ O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor
the United States, Canada, Aus- wage a war that could not be paid
D E J A V SHRINER
News Editor way, where after having entered
tralia, England, Wales, Ireland, for on a cash basis. Without theip
JEFFERSON KENNEDY, J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors a Norwegian port illegally, was reScotland, France Belgium, Ger- consent we sold the future of our
JANET JONES
Feature Editor turned to its American commander,
children and our children's children
many and Russia.
NORINE FARR
,
Co-py Editor Captain Gainard, the German crew
to wage a war that only sowed the
being
interned.
At
the
present
time
J U N E R E I N H O L D , BETTY DEGIERS
Society
Editors
"After doing this there would seed for a future war!
TOY SKINNER, GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts the ship is still a t Haugesund, its
have been enough money left to give
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines plans unknown. Unless some fureach city of 20,000 inhabitants and
Since the World War we have
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors ther developments take place, the
all the countries named a
had General Smedley Butler's book,
only interest in the "City of Flint"
$5,000,000 library and a $10,000,000
"War
is a Racket," the book "Muniis
whether
it
will
finally
arrive
university.
Frank Bo
tions and Men," and scores of novNorine Farr, Nat Felder, Lynn Goldman, etty Hall, Paul Haley, Dick safely in the United States. What"And then out of the balance we els, stage plays, movies and memKelly, Rod MacArthur, Jane McGrath, Aide
ever international repercussions its
Dwight Mitchell, Frances Montgomery,
could still have sufficient money to
Ripley,
oirs of statesmen which have shmvn
capture might have had seem t o
Kester Stur
' Willi?
set aside a sum at 5 per cent interEugenie Van de Water, Bud Waddell, have disappeared and one more
Sturgis,
S I N C L E SA^A COLLECTS AROUN[>,
us the un-idealistic side of the
Betty Wats
I
est which would pay for all time to
*2.0C3O.00O IN FOOTBALL T A X E S /
danger to American neutrality is
war. For a time, idealists believed
come a $1,000 yearlp salary each
Peggy Hudgings,
war was soon to be outlawed from
Dorothy Bryn, Je
for an army of 125,000 teachers,
siortnen, u-raee Raymond, Jane
Wilson Whitehead, Mary Ann
very doubtful that a repetiand in addition to this pay the same the earth, but war is here again and
WilSi , Jack Libe:
tion of this affair will take pi;
salary to each of any army of 125,- millions are heing prepared for the
slaughter. There are good, honest
SPORTS WRITERS
since the United States Congress
000 nurses.
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Jack Harris, Robert McKennan, Alfred Roosed also very stupid men on both
has repealed the arms embargo and
velt, Richard Wesson
"After having done all this, we
penguin Peggy
ies.
replaced it with the "cash-and-ca
ASSISTANTS
could still have enough left out of
Arax Ehramjian, Emanuel Ehrlich, Roberta McCormick, Pat Guillow, S
When we woke up the sun (what were being chased to death, and
ry" plan. The President issued
The
ideals of men must be
our
four
hundred
billion?
to
buy
up
ley Bowsted
some ornery critters were so bold
there was of it,) was shining in (
proclamation forbidding Americi
all of France and Belgium, and ev- changed if we are to have permaas to follow the womin* around
face in little squares and giving
BUSINESS STAFF
ships to trade with belligerent n
erything of value that France and nent peace. Woodrow Wilson and
waiting to be chased. At the dance
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager tions or to enter certain combat the effect of being in a hammock
Belgium possess; that is, every others have pointed out many times
Sat. nite . . . (the W. C. T. U.
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner zones, which include all of Europe that was swinging not only from
French and Belgium farm, home, that nearly all wars are commercial
dance) there were two Sadie
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager except Norway, those countries caticomer. Most annoying
factory, church, railroad, street car, —fought for markets, trade, gold,
Hawkins numbers. The first time
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation
Manager which can be reached by going opened our eyes the rest of the way
— in fact, everything of value in place and power. These are rooted
through the Arctic Sea, or tl
and gave the situation much care- the females caught the victims un- those two countries in 1914.
deeply in man's acquisitive nature,
neutral nations on the Mediterran- ful attention. It seems the long aware, only it was a shame that
"In other words, the price which and are not easily overcome. HowESTABLISHED I N 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
ean Sea. If enforced, this law icicles that were hanging from the they had to ask their dates (conever, in fairness to the subject, it
the
leaders
and
statesmen
of
the
vention
winks
its
oily
blinker
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many should help us to remain out of tops of the windows made a plaid
should be pointed out that these are
again); but the second time pre- Entente, including the statesmen of
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name this "Second World War."
pattern with the Venetian blind;
not the only barriers to the brothermonition or somebody seemed to the United States, made the people
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without d -peer.
and there the whole thing wai
hood of man.
Soviet Premier Molotoff ma(
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation', all these will be speech last Tuesday in which he right on our face. Fashions an have warned the wunks, because of the world pay for the victory
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj criticized American attempts tc fashions, b u t we balked a t that they all scooted outside before they over Germany, was equal to the We must set our faces against
value
of
five
countries
like
France,
could
he
caught.
However
they
selfishness, hatred, propaganda,
the Sandsfur.
•preserve the independence of Fin- one. So we got up and turned off came in again. Moral; eat your plus five countries like Belgium.
and all the "isms" that tend to warp
land, warned the latter country to the ice-water-air radiator. In short, cake before it develops legs and
"These figures are of well-nigh our ideas about other people. We
come to terms with Russia, accused this cold weather is biting us sore- runs away.
astronomic proportions. Even they, need a new generation of social enthe Allies of carrying on the
ly. So we went to our first class,
however, do not tell the whole gineers who will lead us in discovfor their interests in their color
unfortunately one in which one is
The other nite there was a wed- story. No account is taken of the ery and destruction of the germs
It was most gratifying to learn this week that there are and spoke of the friendship of Ger- forced to use one's head, and we ding in Cloverbloom, of all things stupendous additions to these losses of war before they become Geiinan
as many boys as girls in Rollins this year. For several years many and Russia, although he did hadn't been a t it more than ten . . . what next? . . . the bride was which have been and are the result or French soldiers. I t seems to
social life has been somewhat strained by the preponderance not promise military aid to the minutes when we noticed that ici- Stella (Diddy Hannahs) Gregg; of the economic international war me that in all this there is a chalof the fair sex in our college life. No longer does woman Reich. Since when is it wrong for cles were falling all over the table. the bridegroom Ruth Schoeneman; which is raging today with great lenge for young men and women
chase man, much to the disgust of the more retiring males. a nation t o plead for the freedom So we put the darn grey matter the best man, Jeanne Dominick, violence."
who are looking for an opportunity
We remember hearing with interest of the boy several of another? That is not meddling back into cold storage and took out Lady-in-waiting, Lolly Phillips . . .
If all this waste in human life. to serve mankind.
years ago who found, five minutes before a dance was sup- in Russia's business, but only stand- our knitting instead.
music a la flute by Hester Sturgis,
posed to start, that he didn't have a date. Feeling really des- ing behind and for a nation which
and all the noise and fixings posperate, he took his life into his hands and charged over to has a similar type of government
sible. Mrs. Lester is reported as
Here is a little story of someone
5—if not an even more demoCloverleaf. Standing outside the door, he tightened his belt,
saying to the girls . . . "you must
loosened his collar, pulled his hat down over his eyes, took a cratic one. It is the right of every and we know not who it is (but of do this again often, guhls; it gives
course
we
have
our
suspicions),
deep breath, and entered the hallowed sanctuary. Not seeing nation to plead for peace and
the house something to think about
anything in the front room which suited his patrician tastes, friendly relations between the na- who has very kindly swiped part after hours when there is so little
of our column for the past two
tions of the world.
By JANET JONES
he let out a whoop, to wit: ',Anybody want a date?"
fectively than the criticism of a
else to do."
weeks. And we're getting awfully
mass of finished prints made by
There came a roar that could be heard at Tallahassee and Yesterday was election day tired of it. The first time it was
The camera has donned a mortar
All
the
X
Club
have
colds.
Flowthe trial and error system."
every female in the place, including the house-mother, came throughout the United States. Let only a paragraph—altho that's
board.
A
modern
educational
piontearing into the room at the same time, fighting each other us hope that the people of the bad enough—but last week it was ers are welcome. And speaking of eer, Rollins was among the first Rollins photography has gained
to get to the first male, outside of Anderson's delivery boy, United States threw out of office the first page, and that's unforgiv- flowers, it seems that Prof. Waite of American colleges to realize the increasing recognition due to the
that they had seen loose in years. They carried him bruised every crooked politician and every able. If anyone doesn't like the missed Willie Whitehad so much worth of photography as an a r t fact that our students have been
and screaming to the Infirmary.
office holder who is working way we write this column either when he didn't come to class
form and as an educational instru- prized for their work in the exThis brought matters to a head (No. 21 with four decks). against the real interests of the have enough stuff to come up to other day that he sent a lovely big ment. The camera has been raised hibitions of the Florida Federation
The Administration realized gradually that all was not what people he represents. Unfortunate- us and tell us so or else write what chrysanthimumsie. Ain't it tweet? to the rank of the text hook and of Arts a t Palm Beach, and the
Florida Allied Arts.
it seemed. It was time for some male additions to the Rollins ly there are many such m hold- you think in the "Sandspur'; but
paint brush.
UNDER SINCERITY:
Family. There was always the question of expense, but, ing important positions 1 this stop this kindergarten swiping.
Of course, in one respect we are
We're sorry to hear Peggy HudgThe Popular Photography maga- among nature's favored few since
"We're not getting any younger, dear." And so everything country.
This is college, not prep-school. ings burnt her hand.
zine in its October issue compares we live in the land where glamour
was arranged with a minimum of expense and the usual exAnd we repeat what we have been
We're sorry Charlie, the horse, the approaches of two colleges to begins in one's own back yard. Surpectant flurry. The result was all that had been so eagerly
trying to say now for two weeks— dumped Alma Vanderveldt.
the study of photography. Benning- rounded by Rollins co-eds, Florida
anticipated.
we can see no reason or excuse for
We're sorry to hear Ray Hickok ton College, in Vermont, considers palm trees, and Southern moons. Is
Thus things have returned to the placid, calm condition of
that long, drawn-out, cooing gossip
photography "as a technique and it not natural then, that in the art
n't indulging anymore.
B. B. S. (Before Boy Shortage). We hear on all sides the rethat appears every week in *Tar
We're sorry to hear what Bill part of the the equipment of mo- of shades and shapes that we
ports that nature is marvelous. Life is again normal. Now
Dust", Most of it is either old or
dern living". Rollins on the other should lead the other colleges as
RECENT GIFTS
House says most of the time.
there is a man for every girl on the campus and, if your man
obvious and the whole business
hand regards it as a supplement to masters of this a r t of photograFrom
Dr.
John
P.
Gavit:
25
volWe're
sorry to hear.
is out of town, girls, there is always Dean Enyart.
sounds painfully strained. No one,
the study of art. As the magazine phy?
umes, 43 periodicals including; C.
We're sorry.
can expect to be on this campus as
points out, our "strong A r t DeP. Scott of the Manchester Guarshort a time as its author has and
partment has an extensive prodian by J. L. Hammond; Twenty
pretend to know enough printable
gram for developing aptitudes of
Year's Armistice by W. Orton;
gossip about all the various groups,
talented students in painting and
Anthony Eden by A. C. Johnson;
to write about it a t such great
sculpture. The college recognizes
and several books concerning Malength. So the same names are
(By Associated Collegaite Press)
hatma Gandhi. The periodicals inThe Tar Duster-Offer regrets that that there are many students with
dragged in week after week and it
clude recent issues of the Manchesshe will be unable to do any verbal artistic yearnings in their souls
"If educational statesmanship could present to America a generation ter Guardian and a new periodical, reads like a note passed in Riley snooping this week . . . because, in who lack artistic ability. PhotoWeinberg's Math class. We wouldnerved to see how much of the same must be exacted, we should at last The China Quarterly.
the course of newscooping, she graphy gives them an outlet."
Deede Hoenig went home to Day't even mention it if it didn't cluthave entered culturally upon our long heritage of political freedom."
From Prof. H. E. Harris: 10 vol- ter up the editorial page which is burned her fingers on some hot,
"The course, directed by John tona for the weekend.
University of Chicago's politician-philosopher, T. V. Smith, asks educa- umes including: Elizabethan Seasure-fire gossip about Con "Cami" Tiedtke, gives this group a chance
Dean
Balazs went to Sarasota
supposed to be THE page of a
tors to emphasize the need for tolerance.
Carey . . . however, if her left hand to participate in creative work. over the weekend to enter her
men by D. Bell; Astrophel (Sir
spaper . . . not that we write
"It is my conviction that the best training is afforded in the regular Philip Sidney) by A. H. Bill; Lord with the genius of Ogden Nash, doesn't give out on this typewriter, With this sympathetic idea as back daughter in the open-air school.
she'll tell you that Patsy Clark ground, the study of photography
courses of a liberal education precisely because, when taught hy sound Bothwell and Mary Queen of Scots,
Harrison Barnes went home to
t we have darkened these doors
wants everybody to know about her is designed primarily for amateurs St. Louis for his brother's wedding.
scholars, they combine wide scope and critical detachment and therefore by R. Gore-Brown.
good many years and hope we
From Dr. E. L. Clark many use- have gained a little better insight Sigma Nu pin . . . that Marge Chin- who want to become competent in
are more lastingly effective. I would indicate especially, courses in hisThe Phi Mu's had a lovely tea
dahl
caught
Babe
Rae
on
Sadie
tory, political science, economics, sociology, logic and philosophy. Stu- ful periodicals.
handling a camera and an enlarg- Saturday afternoon, honoring Mrs.
into the ways of the place.
Hawkins Day . . . that the Phi Mu er, and in knowing what make a
dents may thereby come to know the past and the present, to judge eviFrom Dr. E 0 . Grover a continCleat Cleveland.
Tea was tops in food, fun, and flat- print good or bad. The first weeks
dence, and so to be on guard agains current propaganda in print and
us procession of trade magazines
The Pi Phi's had a visitor from
Sadie
Hawkins
Day
was
quite
a
ter-chatter
.
.
.
that
Claire
Gibeault
over the air." University of Cincinnati's Pres. Raymond Walters pre- and house organs including up to
are given over to the mechanics national this weekend from Miamiscribes the best antidote for threats of dictatorship.
date information on aviation, ad- success from the looks of the thing. got a dress from Bonwit Teller for of the course, the developing of Her name is Mrs. Thorpe.
However,
we
don't
know
yet
how
her
boithday,
and
it
is
a
super"We prefer to let education control the destiny of the state, confident vertising. World's Fair exhibits
negatives, the making of enlargeThe X Club dance was a scene of
unusual pictures of many many Sadies will hold their L'il honey . . . so please be lenient with ments, and the preparation of fun and frolic Saturday night; it
that the unfettered enlightenment of its people is the best agency for
Abners after the newness wears this Dust, Jr., and maybe next week chemicals used in developing and
preserving our democratic form of government, and, hence, our liberties. kinds.
was quite a success and here's hopoff.
We
noticed
Mathoo
Ely
was
11
be
able
to
turn
out
some
Scar
In the United States we don't want more government in education; we do
printing."
From Prof. George R. Welles of
ing there's another before the
want more education in government." Massachusett's Gov. Leverett Sal- Hartford a copy of his book, The dressed up for the oc
^^^ Dust if nothing else.
The article goes on informative- Freshman dance. Hint!
Smokey Knowles and Tiny Phillips
tonstall pointed out that the major calamity of war abroad was the crip- Art of Being a Person.
Sincerely,
ly, "After these preliminaries the
Mr. Brown, Rollins Financial
pling of education.
From Germany propaganda maT. DUSTER
real work begins. Working in small Wizard, returned from New York
"When you listen to a lecture or study your textbook, think and ap- terial in pamphlets and periodicals.
groups, the students set up their Saturday,
ply the materials to your own personal and environmental problems.
cameras with the subject focused
These couples were "twos-ing"
Spend fifteen minutes a day in meditation digesting the knowledge you PI BETA PHI SPONORS MOVIE
on the groundglass. Mr. Tiedtke it Sunday at the Pelican: Sherry
have tasted. Let that knowledge be your servant rather than your masthen goes the rounds, making sug- Gregg and Don Ogilvie, Al Nixon
ter." Villanova College's Dr. W. H. McHugh believes that purely facA platinum diamond ring with gestions about framing which is,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Novand Sue Terry.
tual information is useless unless it is understood and used.
ember 14 and 15, Pi Phi is sponsorAlpha Chapter of Upilon Gam- 13 stones was lost somewhere on more often than not, bad; confuHelen Lamb, Rita Costello,
"It is to be regretted that 'college-bred' is not synonymous with a ing the film, "Intermezzo," star- ma (U. G.) takes ghastly pleasure the Rollins campus last week.
of detail, distance and perspecdecent knowledge of one's mother tongue. If it were, the speech of ring Leslie Howard. It has been re- in inviting you to an UG-College Will the finder please return the tive, relative space for sky andCharles Arnold, and Peter Scheumaker
also joined the party.
alumni would recommend a school as a place of culture." Union Univerid recently and rates high. Dance under the table of Booth 13. ring (with diamonds) to Doro- landscape, light and speed. He has
The Phi Delt's had an openhouse
sity's Mrs. Mable Hardin believes that collegians should learn "to have Tickets may be procured from an at Robbie's. Date withheld except! thy Bryn a t Pugsley Hall. Re- found that these direct criticisms
Sunday
night. I t was a good danc^'
something to say and to know how to say i t "
Pi Phis on campus for 40c.
to members.
j ward.
accomplish results much more ef- but rather poorly attended.
r Park Chamber of Com
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A New Era for Rollins—
Or Something By A. C. M.

Rollins Makes Campus Camera Conscious;
Photo Craze Gets Proper Guidance Here
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}|Rollins Tarlettes
FOOTBALL
Defeat Daytona
Personalities
High Hatters
By CECIL BUTT

Lambda Chi Wins FENCING NOTES
Swimming Honors Fencing is a difficult sport to
and a harder one to underIn Fraternity Meet learn
stand from the spectator viewpoint.

"Uncle Boo, I need a haircut."

*i^.Grady Ray and Bill Justice Thus the cry echoes across the cam»i^ Star for Team; To Meet
pus for the tonsorial ministrations
*^ Stetson Freshmen Nov. H

of Paul Bouton.
It is not his prowess with the
clippers, however, that the value
H
of Paul Bouton to Rollins rests.
hu Like a ray of light stabbing
Rather it is his outstanding service
'njtinuously into the darkness,
as an athlete, his energetic interjjcVarlettes' speedy runner Grady est in school affairs, and his like^'Ray sparked the baby Tar
able, wholesome personality that
,Z\oughshod victory over a sad group causes the student hody to look
If W so-called semi-pro footballers upon Uncle Boo as one of their
ftjTThursday night at Daytona Beach most valuable memhers.
liJVhen they humbled the Daytona
ijjHigh Hatters 27 to 0.
Four years ago, Jack McDowall
^i Starting in the opening minutes
tkjf the game with a blocked punt, the brought Paul,withbuddyAl Swann,
itaTars scored their first touchdown to Rollins from down Lakeland
I'j^when Ray, running behind superb way. Paul had played tackle there
j^ mterference, scored from ten yards on a State title team. He was a
Dut. From then on the "Hatters" member of the State Champion
baseball team, and in his senior
fveren't even in the game.
. *' Each time the Tarlettes got pos- year was placed at first base
session of the ball they started for the All-State selections. His ath*pay territory. Ray and Bill Justice letic interests, an office in the Hi
PAUL BOUTON
•^Wimaxed first half marches with f, and a membership in a high
Hhort sprints into the end zone, to chool fraternity kept Bouton
^•Voll up a total of nineteen points. he jump for the three years of
' Hn this first half, the ball didn't high school.
^"^ven see what Tar territory looked
freshman and as a sopho'
^*^-ike. The High Hatters couldn't more, Paul played tackle on Rol'^'••iven get their kicks to penetrate lins teams. The hardest game he
^"•iver the midfield marker, so fast remembers was the one in which 13
'• %d the Rollins line charge.
Rollins freshmen attempted to
^^i The most spectacular play of the withstand 44 University of Miami
"Time in on the whistle
"!
jame came when Ray grabbed the freshmen. They almost did, too.
Here comes the fall intramural
iQ5{iecond half kickoff on his fifteen As you most likely know, for the Basketball tournament.
1 mj/ard line and headed for the cen- last two seasons Paul has been the
The Pi Phi's and Chi 0 co-eds
l5QjJ«r of the field, then cut for the number one center man for the will start the ball rolling at 4
Qjhight sidelines and started up the Tars. He has also been a valuable o'clock on Tuesday, November 7
anejield as his teammates cut down man for the crew. In fact, Coach and will be followed at five by the
le jpponent after opponent. Once it Bradley once said, unofficially, that Phi Mu's versus the Alpha Phi's.
gfjieemed that he was trapped, but Bouton was the best stroke Rollins On Thursday evening a t 7:30 the
[jjjut of nowhere came George Estes
Gamma Phi's will play the Kappas
had. However Paul
slice down h
es some of the crew trips because and at 8:30 comes the Theta-Indejjj^vay open. Again Ray was overtak- McDowall can't spare him from pendent game. Friday sees the
b r " by a Daytona man and this time, the football team.
Chi O's play the Thetas at four,
[)jji,i(eeing that he was doomed, h(
People trust Paul Bouton. Not and comes five, the Alpha Phi:umed and lateraled to the trail- only do they trust him to cut their Kappa clash.
ng Harry Nichols who kicked up hair, but they trust him with their
The single elimination tennis
^^'lis heels like a scared rabbit and money. Paul is business manager tournament began on Nov. 1.
J^aced the remaining forty yard; of the Tomokan, which is a job
Vith the Daytona boys looking ai that calls for more than a pleasing
,er him in sheer amazement. This personality, or even honesty. You've
inded the scoring for the game but got to have brains, and Paul has
lot the excitement.
them. Also he is treasurer of his
,^ Coach MacDowall must have fraternity, the Lambda Chi Alpha.
''^.hought that the fans were getting • Bouton is majoring in economics.
'"^,1 bit bored towards the end of the He might, however, take a coachst quarter, so in trotted Carl ing job after graduation this spring,
™3edlmayr and immediately things if a good opportunity presents it'Segan to pop
fists in other self.
vords. Not to be out done by the
^tcrappy Sedlmayr and hating to see
fellow teammate take any un(Continued on page 4)

Jd,
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By TED PITMAN

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

^ Davis Office Supply

Week of Nove
Ht Thursday-Friday, Nov. 9-10
Jf Take off with the king of the
Clarinet . . . Swing out with the
wizardess of Ah's.
^
LANA TURNER
t
ARTIE SHAW
>V
and his Band in
It
"DANCING CO-ED"
Satursday - Sunday and Monday,
Nov. 11-12-13
Come One, Come All . . . Keep
the World Laughing . . . Hold
your sides! Forget your dignity
and have fun.
"THE MARX BROTHERS
AT THE CIRCUS"

1938 Buick 61
Sedan
$795
1938 Buick 41
Sedan
$795
1938 Buick 41
Sedan
$745
1938 Buick 46
Sedan
$695
1937 Buick 44
Tudor
$625
1937 Buick 46 Cpe .. $545
1937 Buick 46C
Conv. Coupe
$695

ORANGE BUICK
Tuesday and Wednesday
A New and thrilling Love Story
'. to stir your heart.
"INTERMEZZO"

C O M P A N Y
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

SANDSPUR

In this column we hope to

ALONG THE SIDELINES
By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr,
From the looks of things we have I time in the history of Rollins footwith us this season a group of

Kasten, Butt Break Records; give the public, from week to week, freshman footballers who should ball Coach MacDowell will have a
squad large enough to allow him
Former Time Shortened In a clearer idea of what fencing is make history in annals of Rollins
some reserve power. With this adall about, some of its history, hints
Breaststroke and 220
athletics. Last Thursday night
vantage in his favor I am certain

of what to look for while watching
a bout, and definitions of the word:
The powerful mermen of Lambda and terms most often used in con
Chi Alpha soundly ducked their op- nection with it.
ponents in Tuesday's swimming
Fencing is a hard thing to learn
meet by amassing 35 well-earned
points. The Independent team, fav- for two reasons. First of all, real
ored by some to win, came in sec- skill depends upon the most exactond with 21 points while the X ing coordination of almost every
Club collected 15 and the valiant body muscle, a good sense of timK. A.'s pulled in fourth with six. It ing, a great amount of persever
seems that no other fraternities ance, and, above all, the will to
learn. Secondly, swordplay candeemed it wise to enter.
not be turned into a competitive
Jack Harris of the Clubbers
game immediately as can golf,
started off the day with an impres
football, or tennis. Of course we
sive win in the 50 yard dash, with
do not say that all tennis players
McHaney of the Independents
or golfers do begin playing in one
ond. Bills of Kappa Alpha third,
or two days of their first introand Cram of L.C.A. in fourth posi'
duction to the racquet or club, but
tion. The time was rather slow,
(Continued on page 4)
28.1.
Cecil Butt, the Independents'
eedster from Orlando, copped the lengths behind and he, in turn
0 in the record time of 2:50.3. trailed by Crawrford and Bills.
Jumping into the lead at the start,
The final event of the day, the
he held his blistering pace all the 440 relay, was perhaps the most exway, despite the vain efforts of citing and closest of the entire
Scudder to catch him. The former meet. Matt Ely of the X Club got
by six lengths, with Gunn third his team off to an early lead over
and Ely fourth.
the L.C.A.'s with the Ind. and
In the 50 yard back stroke, Kas- K. A.'s trailing in that order. Kelly
ten of L.C.A. jumped into an early of L. C. A. gained back some of the
over Harris of the X Cluh, and lost distance as he raced neck and
held it to the finish. They were neck with Speyers, the latter touchfollowed in turn by Williams of the ing the dock first. Here Bill Chick
Independents and Matthews of L. lengthened out the Clubbers' lead
to four lengths over Kasten, only
C. A.
to have Kenneth Scudder nose out
The diving came in here as comic
the Clubber's anchor man. Jack
relief, with the honors of chief
Harris in the last few minutes, to
clown going to Edmunds of the X
score ten more points and salt
Club. The diving was finally
away in Davy Jones' locker the
awarded to Crawford of L. C. A.
victory for the Lambda Chi's.
with his teammate Cram in second
place, followed by Leslie of the Independents and Siddall of the K.

they journeyed to Daytona, where
they successfully opened their c
paign against a mediocre semi-pro
outfit. The spunky Tarlets had little trouble dishing out their 27 to 0
victory. Grady Ray stole the show
by carrying the mail into paydirt
twice. Young Bill Justice went the
whole way on one score and was £
threat to be counted on throughout the fray. Among his talents,
we find he has a passion for double reverses. While the line play
was not hard or vicious, the honors
go to Al Nixon and Maurice Lint'
who proved to be veritable pillars
of rock on the defense. For the
first time in the history of Rollins
football, we find a Freshman squad
with enough players to carry a few
reserves. This in itself is a good
sign for the future. With this number of men, Coach McDowall should
be able to put three reasonably
good teams in the field when next
Fall rolls around. Thinking back
on the progress our coaches have
made with their lack of reserve
strength, we should count on a banner year when comes the 1940
season.

If the MacDowell led club gets
by the Tampa team in good condition they should win the remaining
contests. If this prediction should
true 1939 will mark a banner
son for the college's football. As
as I can see the only real opposition we will find next season
will he Stetson and Miami. These
we should conquer. For the first

he can muster a team that will not
feel defeat. It is my belief that
1940 will mark the beginning of a
new era in Rollins Athletics. For
many seasons now Coaches McDowell and Waite have turned in astounding records considering the
handicaps under which they worked; now however, it seems the college has seen their plight and come
to their aid. From 1940 on the
teams from Rollins are going to be
teams
feared
and
respected
throughout these parts.
We all here are students of a
wonderful college. Seldom do we
realize the importance and distinction we possess by being part of
this organization. The teams that
go on to the field are your teams,
they represent you, they are the
ones who make you respected
throughout the state. Throughout
this football season they have done
a grand job for you; what have you
done for them ? To me it is disgraceful that you, students of this
place, show such poor interest in
its activities. I can't in my wildest
dreams understand why you people
show this attitude. Aren't you
proud of your teams- Or is it that
you just aren't athletic minded?
There must be some reason for it.

ROLLINS

FOUR

Tarlettes Defeat
Phi Delts Win Over
X Club in Football
Daytona Hatters

The Inquiring Reporter
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FENCING NOTES

Faculty to Have
Recreation Period
Every Wednesday

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 5)

32 Win Membership
In Freshman Playerj

that they can. On the other hand Tryout Scenes Directed Bv
the fencer, no matter how poor,
Students Prove Success
must spend from one to six months
necessary chances, Phil Blitz piled
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE "NIFTY" COLUMN, ROLin hard work before he even gets
in
—
exit
Blitz
and
a
very
angry
LINS CO-EDS?
By JOHN WILLIS
The
Freshman Players are vetv
to
handling
a
weapon.
The
time
Gracie Tuttle: I don't think it has any place in a college newspaper.
Usually it's the backfield that "Hatter".
varies depending upon the attitude happy to announce the followin.
Virginia Lagerman: I t isn't worth the space since it doesn't give gets all the glory and the line, unAlthough the Tarlettes were up Teachers and Students Will of the candidate himself. If he i; elections to membership: James Ki.
us any information we don't already know. If some clever, original sung, merely gets all gory, but
Compete in Baseball, Tennis ambitious, with an eye on th( ver, Douglas Bills, Jane Anne Sho].
against what appeared to be :
styles were mentioned it would be better.
when Phi Delt met X Club Friday erable competition, they showed
And Volleyball
Olympic team or national titles, hi ley, Jane McGrath, Gerti-ude Muj.
Anne Clarke: The "Nifty" column seems to be a definite asset to afternoon, collectively speaking, the
evidence of being a grand and very
will spend much more time learning sehvhite, Lynn Goldman, Joantf
us clothes conscious gals. What is being worn is always of interest to backfield looked pretty chagrined
scrappy team. A team which had
fundamentals than if he is
Oak, James Dean, James Guni
the feminine population.
A recreation period has been set
about the whole thing. Aside from good and clever running backs
erage boy or girl, who wishes to use Charlotte Chapman, Eugenie Van
Esther Peirce: Not enough information—Too much space.
one short, vicious pass from Davis well as a pair of excellent blockers aside for the faculty on Wednesday his knowledge a s soon as possibL der Water, Enid Gilbert, Paul Hal.
Ann Kruse: I t would be better if the prices were left out; other- to Fleeger for the lone touchdown
afternoons, between four and six
in Meredith and Estes. The line has
A fencer of this last type, trained ey, Alden Manchester, Peggy AM
wise it's O. K.
of the game, Phi Delt and X Club great possibilities with Lease play^ o'clock.
to fight, can be produced in si
Marcia Stoddard: I t has no place in a student paper. The space spent themselves in a head-buttThe tennis courts will be especial- months, but his skill is limited, h: Conklin, Alice Newcomer, Faith II].
ing a heads-up defensive game at
ava, Grace Raymond, Dean Vi&i
could be used for something of more interest to the students.
head contest that has yet to he center and the Tarlettes Two-Ton ly reserved during this period for form and future development have dell, Edwin Waite, Philippa Het.
Editor's Note: Seems kinda strange, but the other people I asked
equalled this year. Four distinct tackles, Choolgian and Nixon being the use of the faculty members, been sacrificed to enable him to man, Blanche Johnson, Alma Van
didn't even know the column—so draw your conclusions.
Riflery,
having
been
added
to
the
times Wendy Davis was trapped impregnable. However, the worth
engage in competition so soon. This der Velde, Rod McArthur, L. y
yards behind his own line of scrim- of this team will remain somewhat college physical education program is the typical high school swords- Moore, Jr., Patsy Clarke, Flon
mage, desperately trying to toss hidden by a dark cloud until they this year, will be open to faculty man who must be rushed to fill Harris, Helen Lamb, Hester Stui.
members between four and five gaps in the varsity teams left by
that ball to a receiver. Twice X meet the baby "Hatters" of Stetgis, Virginia Cash, John Powell,
o'clock on Wednesdays.
graduating men. Temporarily this
Club had four downs to make five son this week.
Dr. Adams hopes that the faculty type will usually be able to defeat and Philip Blitz.
yards or less to score, and could
Tryouts were held Saturday ev.
will
be
willing
to
organize
teams
the
man
who
is
learning
his
groundhardly pass their own line of scrimin the different sports to competi work slowly and thoroughly, and ening, November 4, in the Labota.
mage. As surprising as it was running attack. Final score
with the students. The baseball, who is paying more attention to tory Theatre. Scenes were prepar.
powerful, this battle of lines wav- Delts 6, X Club 0.
Like the Irishman who couldn't tennis, and volleyball games met form than fighting, but only tem- ed under the direction of members
ered and broke only under mass
with such success last year that
porarily. By the end of his second of the Advanced Directing Class:
blocking plays, in which Phi Delta be whipped, a highly spirited and
colorful
Independent team put the is anxious for them to reorganize year, the thorough fencer, the real Virginia Kingsbury, Gay Davis,
Theta managed to garner 4 first
this season. A faculty riflery team fencer, need no longer fear the wild Alice Elliott, Robin Rae, and Jaci
dovras to X Club's 2. In a quick skids to Sigma Nu in a game that
had to be played overtime to break would be a great addition.
attacks and fierce ripostes of the Buckwalter.
malysis, Phi Delt had a quicker,
the 7 to 7 deadlock. Each team
was felt that this method ol
Expert instruction will be given fighter. His superior sense of timhiftier, backfield and superior goal
FOR WOMEN:
scoring by short thrusts through to any member of the faculty who ing, his smooth parries and accu- giving scenes for tryouts, instead
ine defense. X Club's end. White
the center of the line, they there- would like to learn to shoot. The rate returns, which are efficient
nerely having aspirants reai
Black and \Viiii,= Uxi^rJo v,.„!i red rubber soles
head and center, McBriar, outafter see-sawed back and forth, un- period set aside for this will coin- and effortless, will bring him easy poetry or a famous speech of draBrown and white Oxfords with
tched and outfought anything til a long, long pass to coffin corcide with the period arranged for victory.
ma, would aid the judges in making
corrugated soles
$5.00
Phi Delt could offer. Phi Delt's ner was scooped up by Wagner,
practice on Wednesday afternoons.
their decisions. The experiment was
end runs functioned only when E d who never slackened his pace and
White Moccasins with arch-wedge soles
$2.45
very successful and will quite proGlossary
It
is
hoped
that
the
faculty
this
monds was taken out of the play crossed the goal line unchallenged.
FOR MEN:
year will give the students compeParry — The warding off of a bably be followed in future years.
Rodda could get loose for the Club- The catch was remarkable inastition as good as, if not better than, thrust or cut.
Black and white saddle Oxfords by Bass
$6.00
bers as long as his blockers could much as it was almost dark when
that displayed last year.
Riposte — An immediate counbottle up Bond, Krause and Hickok, Libermann pantingly dropped back
ter thrust or cut made by a fencer
This Hickok hoy, when he takes a to his own 35 and sent the touchfollowing his parry of his opponnotion, can be a mighty unwieldy down pass on its way. The pass
it's attack.
piece obstacle to shove around. was caught after boring its way
Choir Sings "The Cherubit
At the Corner, Downtown
Attack — The initial movement
Most successful were Phi Delts' through some tree branches. In
Hymn" by Gretchaninoff
ade by one fencer with the pur
quick, sharp cutbacks, starting as a repeated attempts to score, punctu>se
of
hitting
the
other.
wide end-sweep and suddenly pene- ated by long end sweeps, Haugnar Gatherings for School Year
Dean E. C. Nance spoke on "B^
Next week: Fencing and tht
trating deep into X Club territory and Coates passed and plunged
Have Interesting Program Spectator.
yond Conclusions to Solutions" at
via an off-tackle course. Most eas- down the field, only to
the Morning Meditation Service
ily mussed-up were the complicated attack wilt and stop dead against
Mrs. Hutchings has announced
last Sunday. First, he explained
spinner plays that allowed X Club- a lighter and less experienced Inthat definite dates for her series
that this age of science has been
bers time to come pounding in. X dependent club. Green of the Inde- astronomical open houses have heen
brought about by such men as EdiClub had an exceptionally well in- pendents on three occasions inter- decided upon. Students, faculty
son
and Ford, who had the incenformed defense and repeatedly cepted Sigma Nu passes and gave and the staff are invited.
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
tive and courage to seek beyond
smeared a play before it could the spectators a thrill and a laugh
conclusions to solutions. Then the
During these meetings the heavPI
PHI
NEWS
with
his
erratic,
swaying
brokenCampus Agents
gather speed and deception. PosMrs. George W. Thorpe of Miami Dean pointed out how we, outside
For Sigma Nu ens are studied through a telescope,
sibly the deciding factor in a choice field running.
questions are answered and various and Province President of Pi Beta this realm of science, can use the
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
between the two teams was the Farnsworth and Miller played hard points of interest regarding the Phi was entertained over the week- same principle in our lives.
ball,
and
Cobb
several
times
shook
Clubbers' apparent inability to
constellations are explained by Mrs. end by the sorority. Sunday afterWinter Park
Phone 413
The Chapel Choir, under the discore when within yards of the loose for substantial runs. The In- Hutchings.
noon Sue Pick gave a tea in her rection of Christopher 0. Honaas,
th four downs to spend dependents are all so surprising
The next meeting which will be honor, and Lois Johnson, Pi Phi sang "The Cherubic Hymn," by
d versatile that they performed
held November 13 promises to be president, several actives and alum- Gretchaninoff, a n d Schueltky's
doing it. This opportunity occur- equally well, especially Rae
of special interest as three planets nae were present.
"Emitte Spiritum Tuum." The stu•ed twice, due to their own alert-1 last quarter, when he caught Sig- wiil be seen — an unusual occurThe Florida Gamma Chapter of dent readings were given by Richin catching a passer before he ma Nu backfield men deep in their rence. At other dates the moon Pi Beta Phi wishes to announce ard Rodda, Aldine Baker, John
could get rid of a fourth dovni pass own territory three times in succes- and winter constellations wiU be the initiation of Elizabeth Kennedy Buckwalter, and Helen Darling.
and to a Phi Delt fumble. This is sion. They looked pretty embar- studied.
from Portland, Maine, on Saturday,
Next Sunday morning, the subpossibly the only conceded edge rassed about the whole thing. FinNovember 4th, and the pledging of ject of Dean Nance's sermon will
Long, "boxy" cardigans that
Phi Delt now holds over the Club- al score: Independents 13, Sigma
are "pledges" in every sororFordham University this year has Jane Ann Sholley from Newton, be "The Intelligent Use of the Emobers, This and their better timed Nu 7.
ity! Knitted of soft Shetland
special seminar in play writing. Mass., on Monday, October 30.
tions."
yarns and finished down the
front with matching crosgrain ribbon. Rancho rose,
teal blue, dusty pink, moss
green, boy blue, white.

Independents Defeat Sigma
Nu in Surprise Victory

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 1)

For Campus W e a r .

R. C. BAKER

Dean Nance Speaks
At Sunday Meditation

Astronomy Classes
Hold Night Meetings

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

SORORITY NEWS

CAMPUS
VAGABONDS

MIsi PHIL OFFER was this year'i pfck of

$4.00

them all for "Cotton Queen" because she
hastherightcombination of charm and love-

Twin Sweaters, $6 to $8

liness typical of the modern American girl.

Sportswear — Second Floor

For real smoking pleasure the pick of them
all is Chesterfield because its right combi

Yowell-Drew's

nation of the world's best tobaccos gives

ORLANDO

smokers Real Mildness and Better Taste.

THE PICK OF THEM ALL FOR

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
A four year curriculum completed in three calendar years, by
means of the quarter plan. (Four quarters of eleven weeks each,
to the school year).
The dental and medical schools are closely affiliated, instruction in the basic medical sciences being under the supervision
of the medical faculty. Clinical practice of dentistry, in all its
varied asoects, is supervised by the dental division, and there
is an intimate association with the clinics of several hospitals.
Periods of internship in two general and one children's hospital
during the senior year, offering unusual experience in clinical
observation, diagnosis, and treatment of dental conditions.
Next regular session will start the first week in July 1940.
For further information address

iS^^^^i^^kr,^
is Chesterfield because of its right combination
of the best American a n d Turkish tobaccos

THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
25 Goodrich Street
Buffalo, New York

-iVeal mildness is more important in a
cigarette today than ever before because
people smoke more now than ever before.
That's w h y so many smokers have changed
to Chesterfield... they are finding out that
for Real Mildness and Better Taste the pick
of them all is Chesterfield.

College Garage
has recently been appointed

Xou'llfind that Chesterfields are cooler,
better-tasting, and definitely milder
. . . you can't buy a better cigarette.

GENERAL TIRE DEALER
for Winter Park

MAKE YOUR

Get our low prices on these safe

h

^

Dual 8 skid proof tires
Call 115 for service
Copyiishc 1939, LICGETT «t MYEES TOBACCO CO.

NEXTPACK

r*
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-|

esteriiela
THEY REALLY SATISFY

